Perform network studies to identify available technologies and equipment as part of the connection application.

5.2.20 LODP
Connection applicant

5.3.1 LODP
Connection applicant

DNSP obligations

Connection applicant obligations

Relevant to both LODP and connection applicants

Additional information may be required to be processed by the LODP within 10 business days of receipt of enquiry or additional information provided.

Additional information may also include the reasonable requirements of any such other DNMP for information to be provided by the LODP in response to the connection enquiry or an application to lodge one application with another LODP.

Additional information may also be provided within the preliminary program (as per Chapter 5).

Connection offer to be provided within the preliminary program timeframe.

Connection offer to be provided within the preliminary program timeframe (as per Chapter 5).

Connection agreement as per LODP.

Must pay amounts from the connection applicant in accordance with the relevant requirements of Schedule 5.1, as Schedule 5.2.

Connection offer to be provided within the preliminary program timeframe...
Where proposed access standards are greater than minimum but less than automatic, the application to connect must include proposal for negotiated access standards for each technical requirement.

Following receipt of negotiated access standards must consult with AEMO with respect to AEMO advisory matters.

Within 20 business days of receipt, must respond to DNSP in writing with respect to AEMO advisory matters.

Within 30 business days must accept or reject negotiated access standards.

Must reject negotiated access standard if:
- AEMO states adversely affects power system security;
- DNSP states adversely affects quality of supply to other network users;
- AEMO/DNSP states lower than corresponding minimum access standard; or
- does not meet S5.2.5; S5.2.6, S5.2.7, or S5.2.8.

Must when rejecting negotiated access standard, advise of a negotiated access standard that the DNSP will accept.

Connection applicant may accept, reject, propose an alternative, or adopt automatic access standard.

Accept, or adopt automatic access standard.

Propose alternative.

End.